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The Story So Far
Rupert has finally given in to desire and left Juliet for the
Bahamas – a fun-loving retro swingers couple who balance the
lows of Hipster cred New York with the cocaine and gansta highs
of Bridlington-on-Sea.
Juliet, in turn, has been left with the children and is having to
come to terms with the quandary which most parents have to
eventually face. Does she sell them now for medical research, or
wait a while and invest in the White Slave Trade futures market?
Mickey, who is really only Sherman’s father by the foreskin of his
teeth has, unsurprisingly, discovered Trixie in a compromising
position in the potting shed. Not quite the sort of behaviour one
would or should expect from a prize-winning pedigree goat.
Meanwhile, despite having twelve points on his artistic licence,
Chuck Connor continues to add yet more column inches to his

EAYOR, in the misguided hope that it will somehow bring him
international fame, success and unimaginable riches.

But first, here are these massages from our sponsors...
=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=+=
EAYOR is in part © 2015 and is produced by Skate Press/Chuck Connor. No rights are retained before, during or
after publication – all rights are returned to the respective authors/artists (unless material has been ripped off from
somewhere else, ahem!) on acceptance.
EAYORs are the picked-over and rewritten pieces from assorted issues of Boopledoggin’ – a contribution produced
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lightness of being for those who cannot help electro-fannying around (it says here...))
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And now, back to the regular deprogramming…

The Internet and I

I’m fairly certain that along with several others in eAPA [and various readers of
this e-steamed producktion] , I’m probably a member of the last, true generation
of geeky tinkerers.
To clarify that: we are the geeks, freaks and weirdos who deliberately picked
up screwdrivers, torques and crossheads, and went out of our way to find out
exactly what went where ‘under the hood’ – to use an Americanism there.
It comes from a time when you could buy your computer in kit form. Yes,
even early Apple computers once came as a box full of properly marked up and
unmodified component parts. In fact, going in under the case was often
encouraged by the computer magazines of the time – and I defy anyone to say
they really, truly, hand on their greasy lying heart, loved to type on the Sinclair
Spectrum rubber & membrane keyboard. Otherwise why did all those
replacement keyboard kits appear in the back pages of 8-bit computing
magazines?
A lot of this kind of re-engineering was often done on the kitchen table, or in
the confines of scruffy little tech-head ‘workshops’ – and magazines such as
MicroMart were the paper forerunners of today’s eBay listings.
The forefathers of this tinkering generation had previously survived through
the likes of Radio Hams and their associated Fairs. It was at one of those weird
beasts – and yes, even I managed to find them weird in part – where I finally
succumbed and bought my very first VHS video tape cassette recorder. Obviously
secondhand, it needed a screwdriver to manually tune the chassis into the local
TV transmission frequencies, and after a further little tweak of the azimuth while
playing a pre-recorded tape, the tracking was finally brought back to a fully
operational state once more.
[Sad creature that I am, I can still remember the very first thing I actually
recorded on it. A BBC2 transmission of Roger Corman’s The Raven – a film I
still enjoy watching from time to time even now.]
With the advent of CUGs (Computer User Groups), the Cyber Generation
was conceived, and the first generation of authentic Cybergypsies was
born/mutated/created.
I can use that expression in the knowledge that it was originally coined by
Indra Sinha (The Cybergypsies : A True Tale of Lust, War, & Betrayal on the
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Electronic Frontier) way back in the mists of the late 1980s and early 1990s –
mainly as I helped maintain his Bulletin Board System – Butterfly BBS – back
when BBSs were home run dial-ups, the Internet wasn't even vaguely
commercial, and midnight lines were what kept the hubs and Zero Hours
going. That was a time when any real sysops worth their s-ALT knew their
QWKs from their BlueWaves and their SilverXpresses, and Jack Death (the
sysops of the My Little Phoney BBS) had either found, or probably written
himself, some ground breaking software which gave you a mouse driven
graphical interface, via a modem, from a DOS 3.2 powered system. It was
remarkable because everything else at that time was purely text based.
Okay, so it was in the days of 2.4kbps communications, with CGA and
EGA coloured screens – back when even Bill ‘666’ Gates was still faking UNIX
(as in XENIX) and being misquoted in regard to the 640k memory limit.
Then, with the advent of Windows 3.1/For Workgroups, came a refinement
in communication.
Well, after having compiled and installed the TCP/IP Stack (OS/2 was much
nicer in that respect), and found sources for software such as Netscape,
Trumpet, Pegasus Mail, and the newsreader in Terminate (newsgroups became
usegroups) you could run onto the developing Internet through the services of
your dial-up ISP.
And provided your telephone line was noise free, and you managed to pick
up one of the imported, non-BT approved, Supra modems which ran at 14.4k
error correcting (if you were lucky, on a good day, with the wind behind it)
then you could connect for five or ten minutes before the BT exchange screwed
the connection and you had to redial.
Of course, things have since moved on – least of all, broadband (in one
form or another) has made the Internet a way of life (and Life) for some, in
almost the same way the old BBS nets (FIDO, I-link, RIME, etc) were to
others.
But there is also a downside to this wonderful freedom we now have – and
which others, I'm sure, may actually believe to be a part of their basic
humanitarian rights.
As someone who has been involved with I.T. since the 1980s, I suspect that
around a quarter to a third of Finite Net Space has already been taken up by
dead domain names, dead facebook, bebo, twitter – even older Yahoo and
AoL accounts, dead blogs, dead wordpress pages, and dead websites in
general. Most of these techno-artifacts were probably generated in the heat of
the fashion – the rush to be part of the in-crowd, generated by the FOMO
generation’s almost genetic drive to never be the last one to discover something

new. I mean, like, totes ever.
In some respects I’m just as bad – having succumbed to various ‘peer’
pressures, I finally got myself a LiveJournal account. After I’d set it up and posted
a bunch of entries, I wound up being asked if I would like to talk to “Russian
ladies with big tits” or visit a particular website in order to buy “Genuine Kelvin
Cline goods.” Is it any wonder I haven't bothered with it for almost a year or
more?
I believe this ‘apathy’ from me is down to the fact that I don't need, or want,
the Internet as some kind of Social Substitute in my life. If I go to a group
meeting, then I want to meet people, react with them, and interact with them.
What I don't want is to be sitting at a screen of an evening, wondering if someone
will talk to me, and polling the servers every two minutes, just in case I'm left out
of something every other person logged in is talking about. The dreaded Fear Of
Missing Out disease.
Which is the part that worries me. Don't get me wrong here, emails are nice –
even though I have no real use for any penis or breast enlargement, nor a wide,
and no doubt mind-expanding, catalogue of Mexican pharmaceuticals – and if I
have to offer to sexually satisfy yet another Zambian Prince in order to collect
one million pounds, then so be it.
However, when I come home from sys-admining a bunch of server farms
dotted around the UK and elsewhere, the last thing I ever want to do is sit down
at yet another screen, keyboard and mouse, and start hammering out stuff that,
after the hack of commuting during the evening crush hour, is most likely to be as
numbingly dumb as I usually feel at that time of the day.
By the same token, I am still continuously amazed that office workers demand
the right to Facebook, Twitter, and social network, all during company time.
But I will concede that if it wasn't for the Internet, then I wouldn't be doing
this, with a bunch of people I've never met, and whom I will probably never meet
owing to a whole host of contributing factors (“Such as Time and Space and
Relativity” – to quote Hawkwind. Cue old joke about how to spot Neutrino
ducks. Because they always go quark-quark...)
And if it wasn't for the Internet, then I wouldn't be knee deep in assorted
music, video, art and text files – mostly found on independent production sites –
or abandoned blogs – or strange download areas in various obscure forums
which seem to unexpectedly disappear.
Yet, the Internet is not the be-all and end-all of my life, and in some respects, I
often get the feeling from some of the Internet Generation – those who seem to
have embraced it in the same way that Ellison believed his generation had
embraced Television – that they are, for the most part, bored totally shitless with
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interesting things to do. And yet they seem to have absolutely no time in which
to do things in, before the next fad or craze or fashion must-have comes
tumbling from on high (saying Steve Jobbs went to Heaven in the first place,
that is) the tension/peer pressure stress amazes me.
To me, the Internet is a tool, and often fun – but little else. Unlike Lou
Reed, it isn’t my wife, nor my life – and I treat it the same way I treat my other
hobbies and interests, ie Just A God Damn Hobby – rather than some all
encompassing substitute for A Way Of Life.
-oOo-

Put your sweet lips
A little closer

-oOo-

To the phone...
First, a little scene setting and a short history lesson.
1997 – Retired from the RN (22 years WREN and boy) after surviving three
rounds of MoD redundancy ‘offers’, Naval restructuring that left me in a totally
obsolete Trade/Branch (though further restructuring years later has not only
reinstated the skill sets, but also granularised it even further) and general
disillusionment with the whole shebang, I took an easy side-step into the Civil
Service.
2000 – Two years, three hundred and twenty three days later, I’d finally had
enough and took up with my first startup company.
Since then I have been made redundant three times in the last six years [as of
2006]. I have to admit that part of the problem was down to me. I had, and still
have, a soft spot for getting involved with start up companies. It’s a chemical
thing – the adrenaline and endorphin rush that those ventures generate, the need
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to work together as a team, and the possibility of success.
Another part was also down to various executive/senior management
incompetence – none of which was actually within my abilities/position to
control. However, when you have a team of specialist engineers, you have a
serious responsibility to them as well as yourself.
However, back in 2005 I was helping Peguform UK to be gently put to
sleep. It was the first (and hopefully the last) company I have helped into
administration, and we did it with as much consideration and debt clearing as
we could. Come the finish, everyone walked away from it almost entirely
financially unhurt.
Peguform was a nice little plastics pressing company that was niche’d in the
automotive industry, and I was the UK IT Systems Manager. It was part of
Venture Holdings (US) which had various Penguforms across Europe and into
the ‘Eastern Block’ – mostly catering for various elements of the Volkswagen
group (Skoda, Audi, SEAT and, surprisingly, Lamborghini and Bugatti.)
With Peguform UK (as with most similar companies at the time), if it had a
spring, a lightbulb, and an on-off switch, then it was often classified as IT
equipment.
Later on, in post-Peguform job interviews, I would mention the work we’d
done with Vauxhall motors – and watch interviewers’ faces blanch when I
explained that if we were held responsible for a production line hold-up, then
the penalty was a bit stiff. Well, £11,000 per minute.
By 2004, with the American owners still in their Chapter Eleven phase
(something which lost us a 10 year contract with Volvo, along with the
emerging Toyota plant up in Birmingham) the UK executive decided it was
time to pull the plug.
Suffice it to say, by the time things had reached this point in time, I was
already looking for new employment – and part of that was the usual ringing
around old friends to update them of my situation, and to generally bitch
about the state of the tech market, etc, etc, etc. One of those people was a long
time friend, K. [See later why I’m using an initial here. And believe me, this has
nothing to do with me referring to myself as J, and having a Men In Black
moment…even though at my age I can still make black suits look good.]
We have known each other for over 20 years now, and it’s been a
comfortable, chaotic, anarchic even, friendship that we’ve relaxed into over
time. So during a telephone call it wasn’t unusual to see if we were both free
for dinner in London – K was going to be over from America for a couple of
weeks, on business, and was combining a little socialising as and when he
could.

Over tappas we chatted about future plans, enquired after respective partners
and generally discussed possible trends in our respective opposite ends of the IT
business. It was a good evening, and it helped me step back and refocus myself
again.
What it didn’t prepare me for was the events which followed….
A couple of weeks later, into one of my personal email boxes appears a
message from a person going by the name of Liz Leather, with a mail routeback
to a company called Advanced Dial. It was little more than a line or two of text,
which basically said that she knew K from way back, and he’d passed on my
details – telling her I was still a good contact point for what she was looking for.
So, did I happen to know of anyone who could write good material, of an explicit
nature, for a company offering a variety of services, all of which were in the
Adult Entertainment industry.
Okay, I feel at this point it might be time for a little more of the history lesson.
Way, way back – oh little furries, and those not so little – back when I
obviously had more money than sense – I used to knock together a free-fortrade/contribution/anything ‘fanzine’, which became known by its initials –
IDOMO. It was a time before the Internet (yes, poppets, such a dark and nondigital time actually did exist) and the only thing really similar to it at the time
was Mike Gunderloy’s Factsheet Five in the US of @. At the peak of its
production we were getting around 200 items through the mail per month. Indie
tapes and records, small press, SF zines, comics/comix. And if it dropped through
the letterbox then I felt I should at least advertise its existence with a review of
some kind – commenting on it, and presenting it to an audience that probably
would never have gone near the source(s) themselves. Come the finish, I even had
people such as Dale Morgan and Tuppy Owens on the mailing list – alongside
others such as Walt Willis and Vince Clarke. [Years later, an alcoholic/forever
drunken BNF went out of his way to pester me at several conventions in the
1990s, repeatedly asking me who I thought my original target audience was
supposed to have been, because according to him it certainly wasn’t an SF
fandom one. That’s one of the reasons why I can no longer be bothered going to
conventions these days.]
I had also successfully written fiction for various magazines – Caprice,
Libertine and Fusion, to name three off the top of my head – along with articles
for the likes of Gargoyle, and Nexus magazine – both the Tom Bingham title, and
later the Paul Brazier title of the same name, before it merged with Interzone.
So, if someone was after information about a niche or slightly outré market,
although I had been ‘officially FAFIAted’ for some time, I could usually be relied
on to remember something, or put others in touch with people who knew people
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who knew other people in similar lines/interests. Hence K passing my details
on to Liz.
K and Liz used to work for an ITV company here in the UK (Granada.)
Personally, after hearing stories from others, I doubt very much if I would have
gone near the company with a bargepole. Exceedingly restrictive, and even by
the TV standards of the day, they were not the most reliable in many respects.
At least I knew Liz Leather – yes, that really is her name, rather than some
kind of business related moniker – was genuine, and actually interested in
paying for someone to produce material.
At that point I still had no idea what kind of material she was looking for,
so I emailed her back, saying I might be able to help. Could she call my mobile
and we’ll have a chat?
Which we did – in the middle of the Peguform UK server and comms room,
around lunchtime.
Well, she was having lunch, I was having to fight an ageing and
cantankerous Exchange server which was bitching about some lines having
been prematurely cut by idiots in the Production area. The reason why I can
remember it clearly is because I repeatedly kept trying to talk myself out of
doing any of the writing myself.
Liz and I have never met, so I only have her voice to go on, but from emails
and subsequent conversations, I know she’s a manic person, continuously
juggling kids, an apathetic partner, an ageing mum, plus assorted household
pets – but who also keeps barriers between her different ‘roles’. Something I
can empathise with. But the opening comment from her was straight to the
point.
“Do you know anyone who’s writing adult scripts?”
“Adult scripts?”
“As in one-to-one chat-line material”
“You mean telephone porn? [Please note, this was well before the
ePublishing concept had taken off, long before ‘erotica’ had become the
acceptably correct term, and Fifty Shades of Grey was still a vague fantasy and
several boxes of Kleenex away from being published.] Not really. Have you
tried any of the Internet sites? There are several for amateur writers…”
I did that Star Trek thing and kicked the office chair I was sitting in down
to the far end of the server room, and pulled myself up to my admin terminal.
One hand holding the mobile phone, with the other I logged into the firewall
server and started to surf, looking for amateur fiction porn sites.
Meanwhile, in my ear, Liz sounded a little reticent.

“Hmmm… Well, we’re trying to keep away from the Internet stuff, mainly as
we don’t think it’s suitable –”
Say what? The biggest swill-bin of fictional depravity and perversity is not
considered suitable?
“–We have strict guidelines to adhere to, and it’s easier to get someone to
write to those than try and modify unregulated material.”
Confused, I thought it best to get her to explain more. Only I didn’t have the
time right there and then. “Okay. Look, send me a couple of samples and I’ll see
who I can find.”
And with that I got back to worrying the email server into playing nice for a
few more hours – in order to give myself enough time to try and talk the suicidal
Domain Controller back in off the window ledge.
24 hours later I received an email with several attachments.
There’s that age old adage, isn’t there. You never get a second chance to make
a first impression. After I’d printed the two attachments off and read them
through, I have to admit that they made me almost cry.
They also made me wonder if the people at Advanced Dial had not been as
honest about the state of things as they could have been. The attachments turned
out to be two paragraphs, half A4 in length, close typed, badly worded – pieces
of rubbish that looked as if they were exercises in how to stuff every possible
mistake into one piece, and then repeat it a second time.
That sounds a little harsh, but I had always submitted my articles and pieces
cleanly typed (ie, without Snopake or Tippex corrections) – top copy to the
publication/editor, second copy to file. There was also the misguided myth of a
‘mailback’ copy – a copy of the MS which you mailed back to yourself by
recorded/registered post, thus supposedly proving ownership, copyright, etc. It
was all open spaced to allow editorial blue pencils room to manoeuvre, and if it
was a script then you followed accepted formatting by using the proper BBC style
guide pamphlets:ALICE:- (GASP, FOLLOWED BY SURPRISED TONE) Oh My Gawd! It’s so
BIG! And so GREEN!” (excerpt from the radio drama script Marrows from
Outer Space.) [Reading that some years on, I suspect Marrows may probably be
too British. Perhaps it would read better as Giant Zucchinis from Galaxy X?]
Still, I sifted through both pieces before I phoned Liz back, and as
diplomatically as I could I stated what I felt about the material she’d sent. I talked
about structure, metre, pace, wording. Would such a person, in such a position,
use such a word? Not forgetting the ability of the narrator or telephone op to be
able to talk it through without any linguistic gymnastics, thus giving them a
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fighting chance when live on the chat line, as well as cutting down the number
of takes needed for studio recordings.
After an hour of pleasant interchange, Liz asked if I was prepared to run up
a couple of example scripts, in order to illustrate what I was talking about.
Okay, says I, what length and what subjects?
“About three to four minutes duration. Any subject, one straight and one
gay.”
Talk about hooks and worms….
That weekend I pulled down the latest BBC Style Guide
(produced/maintained by Matt Carless these days), and knocked up a basic
template of what I, as a writer, wanted to have the narrator take note of.
Generally, voice tone, alternative wording, emphasis – that sort of thing – and
then I settled down to getting some kind of word count associated with 4
minutes.
Various reading sources, and two actual recordings later, I had it figured
out to approximately 3½ pages 1.5 line spacing, 12 Times New Roman font.
From that came the template, with the conclusion that each collection of
notes would be dropped into it, and from those frameworks the re-writing
could begin. As it turned out, it seemed be a case of Zero to Orgasm in around
1,500 words. If you think it’s easy, then try it yourself. The word count that is,
rather than a self induced orgasm.
Your other constraints are that you don’t know who’s going to be doing the
narration for the recording. Are they going to rush through and finish before
the listener does? Or are they doing to dawdle? Live chat is obviously way
beyond manipulation in many respects, but as it’s a recording you have things
like those time constraints limiting you when it comes to scene setting – which
can be needed in order to create the right sexual imagery – and also make the
phone sex company their profit, based on the number of minutes the punter is
induced to stay on the phone.
Then there’s vocabulary constraints – not forgetting its diversity – so as to
avoid the boredom of repetition, and allow for character variation and
development. And don’t forget there’s also the fictional position/status of the
narrator to consider. They could be active, passive, third party, sub, dom, or a
voyeuristic observer. And the person on the receiving end – the receiver end? –
should also be made to feel that their experience is personal and just for them
and them alone. Unless, of course, it’s a threesome. Or a four-way come to
that.
And above all, the action has to be believable and physically possible. If it

jumps around like an Oliver Stone movie, then both continuity and credibility
vanish, never to be recaptured.
Does that sound like a lot of work for something which is supposedly cheap
and cheesy? I don’t think so. They are all the elements I run through when
considering writing regular articles or fan pieces. I look at the audience, I look at
the way I want to conclude the piece, I look at the approach used by other writers
when dealing with the same, or similar, topics. I research, and consider what
made something into a success, or a complete failure – then think of a work
around or a totally different approach.
If an editor is going to give me space in their publication then the least I can
do is try and make as good a job of it as I can – not just banging out any old tat
and expect them to come back for more. Double that in spades if it is a paying
market.
Whatever, by the end of the weekend I had four scripts. The gay script was
easy – nothing more than a simple visual based fantasy.
The straight script, on the other hand, ricocheted off the keyboard, bounced
around the hard drive like a roulette wheel ball, and fragged into a three part
‘serial’, with lesbian foreplay, voyeurism, and a birthday threesome. The caller,
invariably male, is the birthday boy – but the story is narrated by a woman –
which is where I said the whole perspective and involvement/interaction is
important.
It was also generated from an understanding that a proportion of straight men
find lesbian interaction to be erotic and stimulating, thus baiting the hook by
incorporating the linkage of “But that’s just another story…” so as to move the
caller onto the next in the series.
I’ve also been led to believe that a proportion of women find gay male
interaction equally as erotic, but I don’t really have any demographic to either
confirm or deny any of this.
When I mentioned this in eAPA, there was a flurry of comments in regard to
slash fiction which, I feel, misses the point. Slash fiction is explicit and specifically
created by serious fans, involving a known fan base for the pre-defined
characters. As far as I know, it isn’t commercial – or with a commercial outlet –
and doesn’t serve as a true indicator of general public tastes/interests.
Also, the lesbian/gay cross interest isn’t really the sort of thing you can bring
up in casual conversation at, say, dinner parties, is it?
“Tell me, Marcia, do you find the thought of two naked men involved in
homoerotic, mutually gratifying, explicit sexual activities to be stimulating – or
not? Uh-huh, uh-huh. Okay, well, Peter, how about you? Does the thought of
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two lesbians going at it lickety spit, er, so to speak, arouse you at all? Fine,
fine. Okay, so who’s ready for coffee and After Eights?”
[Strangely, in the years between my writing for Advanced Dial, and now,
there has been the rise of MM Romance fiction. From what interaction I’ve
had with those authors – mostly women, with a core around the Goodreads
setup – I’ve found them to be almost insular in their acceptance of others from
outside their own ‘group’. Also, judging by the various samples I’ve waded
through, it seems that only 24-year-old Jocks and passive/bottom nerds are the
ideal MMR couple. So much for breaking the stereotype, I suppose. Also, at
times, the ‘erotica’ is physically impossible. A penis is attached to a body by
flesh. It is not attached by a universal joint, nor does it have the pneumatic
properties of an 18-wheeler’s air brake system. As Mike Harding once sang:
“But he’s built like an Arab donkey / And bangs like a sewing machine! / We
know our onions in the upper echelon.”]
Sunday evening I emailed the whole lot to Liz, then sat back and waited.
And waited….
And waited….
It wasn’t until she finally returned from her holiday in Spain did I get a
reply.
Would I consider doing regular script work? Could I knock out ten a
month? Would I do some voice tests? Oh, and here’s a contract signing over all
rights to AD, and a cheque for £120 for the four so far.
I signed it, scanned it, and emailed it back within the hour. Yes, you could
take the moral high ground – and at £120 it’s your 15 minutes after all.
However, let’s be honest, with that kind of play money on offer it would’ve
been stupid not to, wouldn’t it.
So I took to carrying a little notepad and pen with me, jotting down ideas,
scribbling while commuting to and from London by train, turning over ideas
and characters from fragments around me. One set in a burger bar was
originally written while drinking a morning coffee in a McDonald’s off of
Whitehall. Another is set in the reference section of a large city library – based
on memories of the reference section of Watford Central, and the fact that
there was a third floor/attic whose access door was always locked. Watching
someone with holiday brochures for Rome started a three-part sequence set in
Italy, revolving around high culture and backstreet lust. It didn’t matter where
the inspiration came from, it was all fair game.
They were all typed up and sent off to Liz on the basic understanding that I
didn’t get paid until she accepted the material – thus allowing me to write

freely, and the emphasis on what constituted an infringement still firmly in AD’s
court. And despite what you may think about what appears ‘front of house’, the
rules are very tight, as to what goes where, and when. Believe me, 14-year-old
Juliet would not stand a snowball’s in Hell these days. [And, decades before, I’d
almost fallen foul of Libertine’s court case, so I wasn’t going to get myself in a
similarly compromising position with AD.]
I would also like to add here that I never once found any of my scripts to be
sexually stimulating myself. It was a contracted job of work, nothing more. Den
and I had talked it over prior to my starting to write in earnest, and as odd as it
might sound, I found I couldn’t write or record comfortably while he was still in
the house. In reality he didn’t have any interest in the writing or the contracts. He
had his hobbies and I had mine. His was charity volunteer work, while mine was
Science Fiction and writing explicitly pornographic sex stories.
Strangely enough, the only script I have feelings for is one called Snow Wolf
(script #21). That was set in the Russian forest wastelands, in the winter of 1905
– the start of the Revolution. It ran for 7 pages, and it was one I stated I wouldn’t
record for Liz. Maybe one day I’ll expand it and produce it in a proper short
story/novelette format for one of the specialist publishers. But, for now, it’s just
something I go back to from time to time and consider how I would rework it.
[A relatively complete, but cut for space version appeared in the XCite
anthology, Boy Fun, edited by Lucas Steele, paper published back in 2010. XCite
paid very nicely for the rights (until 2015) – though milked it as they do with all
their other short story anthologies, by taking three or four stories from an
anthology of 20, and issuing them as separate ebooks. Sadly, given that I wrote
for XCite under various pseudonyms, I never managed to get an ‘anthology
extract’ of all my own work – but it’s damn close in several of them. Then,
around the end of 2012, the anthology market dried up and XCite went into
almost sole production of the 25,000 to 60,000 word novellas/novelettes – by
which time I was already financing my own MIP via anthologies.]
I finally sold 56 assorted scripts (various orientations and themes) and 10
recordings of my own scripts, before a change in management and the inevitable
‘market saturation’ overtook production, and my services were finally cancelled
in 2006.
All in all, it got me around £1,800, and although the cheques were never really
on time, there was never any problems with AD’s fundings.
Me? I just took the money and ran. Well, it paid for some new plants for the
garden, and for our first holiday in five years. Den is terrified of flying, so we
went to France on the Eurostar and travelled around the country via the local
French rail systems – and on the way back from Paris I treated the pair of us to
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First Class.
When it came to the final goodbyes, Liz was wonderful about it – even
making me promise that I notify her should I change my email address, as she
was sure that AD would contact me again.
Would I do it all again?
Certainly. Not only for the money side of it, but also for the whole
experience – including my mother’s comment of “Is it all whipped cream and
condoms?” It was fun, informative – I learned some things about myself – and
it helped to pay the bills. And, if truth be told, should Liz contact me again,
I’ve already got the next 10 scripts written up, just waiting to be emailed off to
her.
However, having said all that, I doubt I will be appending ‘And in my spare
time I am a professional pornographer’ to my CV any time soon….
[As it was, scuffing through an issue of Writers’ News, I found the notice
for Accent Press and their Erotica line, XCite books. I bought four from ebay,
in order to see what constituted the writing style, made contact, and Amanda
Forbes sent me a list of submission requirements. It was right at the start of
Accent’s move into ePublishing, and the first ePub release was edited by
Amanda, and was based on a profit sharing contract. Soon after they would
shift over to outright purchase, but that first little anthology still gets me
around £20 per quarter, after a nice run of £20 to £30 a month cheques.
And yes, I went back over the 56 scripts, evaluated them, and rewrote the
most promising for both Amanda, and later Lucas Steele. They accepted
around eight before the market panned out from their point of view.
As to K? He and his wife are now mostly over in the US, and for his sins he
teaches application tools and software that his company designed and which
have now been accepted as ‘must have’ dot-Net (etc) applications. When I first
ran this piece back when Phlizz and Paper Cuts were still going, I used his full
name – which Google then proceeded to splash it all over the searches. Hence
me quickly rewriting the web pages and sorting out the disk versions.]

Billy was pretty sure
he’d contracted the virus
from an Internet prawn
site he’d ‘accidentally’
visited on a regular
basis...

LoCs
&
Chains
Well, it was either Lady Gaga, or Mr Lifto from the Jim Rose Circus – so I went
with the tame and conventional for a change. Also, please note, I’ve refrained
from putting any contact details into both the on-line/PDF and the print/paper
version of this zine, mostly due to maintaining peoples’ privacy. However,
reviews/zine name checks (etc) will be included where available. My comments
are in the different coloured typeface.
And what better way to start this off than with Steve Sneyd:“Micro response to EAYOR #1 before kipple gets it. Wonder if revival of
The West Test will get any response this time?”
Curiously little, but here’s Eric Mayer on the subject:-
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“The definition of a fanzine as a zine that contains some material that
could only appear in a fanzine was meant as a laughably tautological joke,
right? Makes me dizzy just thinking about it. Works a charm for anything

you can name, however. A bird watcher's magazine is a magazine that
contains some material that could only appear in a bird watcher's
magazine. Wow. Sheer genius!”

“Truly we are in the presence of greatness. Or dementia.”

My problem has always been that I don’t have any preconceived barriers or
limitations when it comes to content. I don’t think I could be that arrogant
with my readership – nor would I want to be that selective in who that
readership was. As Rob Cox (the ‘head’ of Reel Time Studios) had over the
mixing booth door - “You never know what you like until you hear it.” And
the same, for me anyway, is also true of the written or spoken word.
I still take heart that such old-time, old-skool, energy-overloaded things as
Surprising Stories are still around to amuse and amaze.
Sadly, one of the casualties of late has been KRAX – which has always
maintained its Paper Fist (Paper Thirst?) status until the very end – in this case,
sadly, the end is with issue 51. Here’s the KRAXman, Andy Robson, offering
up some reasons for the No Internet stance:-

I have indecision days like that as well. You know, where you just can’t... really,
sort of... because on the other hand... Which doesn’t quite take into account...
and yet that sort of balances... provided, of course, that that really is both sides...
Anyway, while I’m trying to work that out, here’s Andy Sawyer, also having one
of those ‘busy doing everything and nothing’ days....
“Sorry this is so brief – earlier this week I was sorting fanzines and
convention materials (from Peter Weston) out at work and now I’ve been
spending my “writing day” (Thursdays are when I insert as much time as I
can sitting in front of the computer tapping words out) on a long piece on
Handbooks of Science Fiction, finding
obscure 1950s nuclear-war films (today
I found and started watching Arch
Oboler’s FIVE, but that got confused
when I also found that the same site had
two Steve Reeves movies (one of which
I've downloaded to save for later), and
then I started writing notes on the film I
was meant to be watching and then
finally wrote up the section on Atomicwar comics ... all for one chapter of a
book on 1950s sf (which is what the
“writing day” is for). I think I need a
lesson in time-management and focus.
Certainly I'm going to veg in front of the
TV for a while and maybe pluck a banjo
string or two.”

“Absolutely no intention of putting mag on T’net as it would only bring
back all those self-appointed geniuses I’ve spent 20 years getting rid of!
Facebook may have replaced care-in-the-community but at least the price
of stamps keeps three-quarters of the nutters away.”
Are they all nutters? I seem to remember we also used to get mail from
Fundamentalists, rad-fems, Americans, that Japanese mail-art guy, and the
bloke who used to do the mag Angel Exhaust who used to send polaroids of
his girlfriend (Sheila Pinder?) - Emanuel Z – and Cory ‘Hardon’ Harding with
his Peeping Tom, along with lots more of the arty-literarti, not forgetting there
was also those fans of Science Fiction.... Ah, I think I see what you mean now.
Anyway, it’s time to let Bill Butcher to put the old warped record straight.
“Blimey! I've just finished reading EAYOR 1 and I don't know what
you're on, but if I'm ever going to try and do any writing I want some.
Not so much a journey through your mind but a touch of the diaries
updated, re-written and skewed a few degrees away from reality – with a
touch of humour thrown in there too.”
And this from a man who I believed for decades had been run over by a car in
Pompey? Fratton? North End? Hillsea? Southsea? The Mucky Duck, the
Yorky Grey, the Wiltshire Lamb, the Rose of E – were they always as classy as
I remember them? Thankfully Guzz was nothing like that at all. Barring
Swilleeeeee, of course, and Tamerton Cabbagepatch... Time to move on,
methinks! And here’s a few words from Steve Jeffery:-

Cue that old music shop window sign “Gstrings tuned while you wait.” One of the
things I found on a long dead website was
a massive collection of nearly 3000 old
SF, Horror and Exploitation movie
posters – all in one zipped file. I have no
idea of its history, or who originally put
the file together, but it certainly made me
want to go out and find some of the less
well known of the obscure films. Sadly
FIVE wasn’t amongst them – but in
Interweb Land anything is possible “in the
next half hour...”
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Speaking of anything being possible, Lloyd Penney was quite taken with the
picture of Vicki Blunt – such a wonderful character, who always makes me
smile – as, of course, does Vicki:“Love the glasses on Vicki Blunt. They seem to need clearance lights,
they're so wide. We all have our own stories of finding SF and then
finding fandom afterwards. Mine is that I found SF through anthologies
my mother would bring home from the library. She just wanted
something to read, and I read them directly after she was done. She
always thought the stuff she read was pretty silly, but it obviously
changed my own life. Fandom came around when the family moved out
to the west coast of Canada to the city of Victoria, and not only seeing
Star Wars in its initial run, but also finding a Star Trek club to join. We
all need to start somewhere. I did things in reverse; I started in apas
(TAPA, APAplexy, The Final Frontier) before deciding I wanted a larger
audience in fanzines. Going electronic made it a lot easier to produce a
zine and respond to it, but nothing beats a real paper fanzine in your
hands.
“I hate job hunting, but I have actually become fairly good at it. My
resumes are top notch, and even LinkedIn seems to like what I'm doing. I
did have a job at TC Media in Toronto, working on flyers for Home
Depot Canada, but having two trainers, often with complete opposite
ways of training me, and contradictory training (“Don't listen to her,
here's how you SHOULD be doing it...”), I was able to step directly away
from that job to another one, with MSR eCustoms. I've been there six
months now, but the boss is a bad-tempered micro-manager, so it is time
to move on. Wish me luck, and see if the next stepping-stone job presents
itself.
“Indeed, agencies are a pain. They treat you like you are a client, but
you really are not. You never know if they are on your side or not (best to
assume not), and you never know if you are registered, but marked DNU
(Do Not Use).
“While American states nearly threaten to secede from the Union over
same-sex marriage, even our own Conservative government was liberal
with the idea. It's been legal here for more than 12 years. Most people
here can't figure out what all the fuss is about.”
Long distance American friends of ours – now retired out in Arizona, of all
places – actually ‘eloped’ across the Canadian border in order to get some kind
of paper saying they were committed to each other. A lot depends on family
and friends, but with our Civil Partnership came the legal protection in regard
to pension rights and death benefits, etc.

But enough of that. Moving on, and keeping it real (as the kids were wont to
say, back in the day) here’s another warmly remembered name – and someone
who’s been far too long in the wildebeest. Er, sorry, wilderness – Geoff Boswell:-
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“Thank you.
I still love you.
I’ve read it, having nothing better in life to do right now, and was
transported back to a time when men were men and you could be gay by
smiling a lot.
If you want me to add anything about Job Centre’s, applying for PiPs, and
the Universal Jobmatch website, just ask. I did ask a twerp at the JCP+ if the
UJ website advertised vacancies on Tau Ceti and Vulcan, but he didn’t
understand. Me, I asked if it had Senior Management jobs in Community
Development or Engagement. Stunned silence.
My friends Paul and Mitch recently upgraded to ‘married’. Like many
people I like to point out I have gay friends, partly because its a straight
thing to do, and partly it makes me seem dangerous and exotic to those who
can’t quite rise to hard-liner fundamental Heterosexual reactions. In other
words, I'm sad (in both senses).”
I have indecision days as well. You
know, along with a sense of deja vue...
But I would never, ever, put you in the
sad box. Far from it – though I didn’t
know that knowing a pair of queens
was considered dangerous and exotic.
Must be all the blonde rinse and henna
tattoos. And yes, dearheart, and the
queens are just as bad as well...
Keeping with the Happy Couples
theme for the moment, old dial up BBS
sysops, Barry Martin – a man who
certainly could tell his BlueWave from
his QWKs – has just celebrated his own
anniversary:“Well that was rather fun learning more about you and Den! Denny and I
will be --- ‘observing?’ our 30th anniversary February 15th. Originally he
was thinking a biggish bash ==> dinner for family and a few friends at the
Hotel Blackhawk ( http://www.hotelblackhawk.com/ if you're curious) but
then a day or two later decided on a casual dinner for just the two of us

somewhere. And since I’m definitely not a party planner (though I’ll help
where I can) it's more or less his thing. I am taking that Sunday off from
work!”
February 15th is a little too close to Valentine’s Day – not that my sainted
better half and I celebrate that particular date in any commercial way. This
year, as it fell on the Saturday, we had lasagne and salad, and a bottle of
Prosecco we got for New Year, but never opened. Den and I are also looking
to do the marriage conversion as well this year – and the nice people at
Hatfield Registry (for some reason the focal point for quite a lot of Civil
Partnership ceremonies) asked if we wanted to do it on the same date as our
existing CP. Then, of course, it turned out that May 21 st was already booked
for something, so we’re doing it a day later on the 22 nd. I still remain unsure as
to what actual advantages it gives us in The Real World – but at least I’ve been
able to talk him out of having any fancy post-signing reception parties. Well,
talked him out of them so far – though no doubt as we get nearer to the date
he’s bound to think of something... We will be celebrating by opening the last
bottle of our CP champagne – which we were originally saving for our 25 th
(dates vary – believe me, he’s worse than an Essex car dealer when it comes to
winding back the mileage. He claims it’s his failing memory – which is odd,
because that’s not an excuse I’ve ever been able to use and get away with –
even though sometimes these days it’s actually true.)
Now tell me he surprised you with a night at the Blackhawk as well?
And speaking of surprises, here’s another old name home to roost – John
D. Owen:“I am starting to get used to the occasional thump on the doormat as
another missive arrives from Outer Stevenage, with the familiar scrawled
address taking up most of the envelope, like a short-sighted tentacled
minion of Cthulhu had written it absent-mindedly. The contents this time
were slimmer than last year’s surprise package, but no less welcome. The
sailor boy is doing fanzines again, we can all rejoice!”
I’ve got to be careful how I read things these days. A while back I ended up
having to do a double-take because I could’ve sworn William McCabe had
been talking about Birmingham being famous for its counterfeit goats. I was
part way through a mass of suppositions – woolly pigs, shaved llamas, coypus
on stilts – you know, the usual sort of thing – when I realised what I should
have read was “counterfeit groats.”
Could have been worse though – like Graham Kerr ( The Galloping
Gourmet) live on morning TV, talking about an octopus “...no bones and eight
testicles.” That was back when regional TV really was regional and not some
part of the Granada franchise under a different name. Anglia was also famous

for the wildlife programme, Survival, which kept the old station afloat, moneywise. Rarely would a Sunday evening during my childhood not be graced with
images of frenzied violence or copulation – or both, as was sometimes the case.
“So, dear Uncle Chuck, what is one to make of EAYOR 1, complete with
multi-eyed critter that looks like he’s escaped from one of Neil Gaiman’s
‘Sandman’ comics?”
He’s Mr. Inky, according to Zach Bellissimo, the guy who drew him and Lady
Luck on this issue’s front cover.
“It’s surprisingly readable, when you consider it’s basically a compendium
of pieces taken from your eAPA publications, none of which I’ve seen. It
kind of brings me up to date on the doings of Chuck and Den (belated
congratulations on your nuptials, by the way), but raises the question, what
have you been doing lately? One hopes for some freshly minted adventures
for future issues of EAYOR (and why do I want to bray that name out?)
“Maybe it's something in the air, but a few rough notes have been made
for a new Shipyard production, possibly to be called “Shipyard Echoes”.
Nothing certain yet, but the yen to pub is there, especially as I could do it
for nowt as an e-zine. Been in touch with Shep Kirkbride on Facebook for a
while now, so I’ve broached the subject with him and he’s interested. Now
all I’ve got to do is write something, which will make a change. I think I
mentioned in commenting on your book that I've been writing a long
fantasy story for a while now. Hoped by now to have got the third book
drafted so I could make sure it all worked before committing to publishing
the first two. Unfortunately I’ve run into a difficulty with the third book, a
typical middle-aged man’s problem of premature climax – i.e., suddenly
realised the story I was telling wasn’t ending up where I wanted it. I’ve been
pondering the problem for the last few months, kind of figured out where to
go with it, but I’m finding it difficult to get down and write the damned
thing. Since it’s better to write anything rather than do nothing, a bit of light
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relief might get the creative juices flowing again. Watch this space. (Or is
it that space? I'm not quite sure.)
“Enough, it’s nearly time to bugger off and get my supper so I can
switch the TV on and subside into couch-potatodom. Look forward to
more EAYORs.
“Hope the nasty rash has cleared up by now.”
“Legs, legs, Lilly! Legs!” (anyone remember Blazing Saddles?) Sadly my days
of schmoozing St. Tropez in just a pair of budgie smugglers and an endearing
smile are now no more. But at least it’s good to know I’m not alone. Ned
Brooks (“he likes books”) has this to say about his own problems:“Good to hear from you, thanks for EAYOR! Somehow put me in mind
of Eeyore, though I never read those books. I used to get to those
cluttered old bookshops where you might find anything – but not as a
child, as I grew up in Concepcion Chile and if there was any such thing
there in the 1940s, I never ran across it. And of course the offerings
would have been mostly in Spanish. I did read all the Tarzan books in an
Argentine translation, but I bought them new.
“Now the Net has driven all but a few bookstores here out of business,
and I have most of what I would find in them that would interest me.
Mostly I feed my book addiction at the Last Chance Thrift Store.
“Your auto-immune malady sounds worse than mine – I have Lichen
Planus, which was gruesome enough at first, but is now in remission. The
only known treatment seems to be a topical steroid. I also have very odd
sensations in both feet – no visible symptoms and cause unknown. The
doctor tried to give me an antidepressant, but I found it unbearably
depressing.”
What is it with South America and books? Back in 1986 we had to pull into
Recife for some quick mechanical fix – lasted less than 24 hours – which was
considered a ‘safe’ stopover as it was some Brazilian public holiday, so the
High street Exchanges were supposed to be shut. Several of us found a local
money exchanger, plied him with hard currency, good denominations (£10
notes) and I spent several hours down another side street which was simply
one book stall after another. I couldn’t read a word of about 90% of them, but
just being there, in amongst some seriously old and well loved books, was
perfect. I wish now I’d taken a crate and just topped it up and shipped it back
to the UK. But that was all 30 years ago now, and I doubt I’d’ve been able to
keep them when we finally moved out of Suffolk.
As to the medical problems, well, the maladies linger on. Geoff Boswell
again:Page 13

“I don't get the blisters dear. I have Ehlers-Danlos Syndrome (Classical)
which is a congenital and degenerative collagen deficiency. I gave it my son
and must have got it from my Dad. My daughter could be a carrier but
doesn't have the symptoms. I'm just falling apart joints first. Had a hip
resurfacing and now go back to specialist on 30th about my right knee.
Right hip is now also on’t way out and right calf looks like a road map of
Plymouth (you've been there).”
Ah, Guzz. It was eventually my home port of preference, once Chatham closed its
docks. Apparently Chatham Dockyard still has a fully functional and working
rope loft – a National Treasure or some such – not forgetting the Blue Plaque
which marks the spot where Nelson, as a boy, first caught crabs. Seriously. Low
tide, bit of bacon rind on a length of line. At least that’s what he told Sick Bay
two weeks later.
Keeping with medicals, Lloyd Penney asks that time-honoured fannish
question: Did the postman give you that?:“My, you certainly get exotic diseases. Pemphigoid? Henoch-Schonlein
Purpura? Never heard of them, and I suspect you wish you'd never heard of
them, either. You’re a member of the Syndrome-of-the-Month Club. Do you
get yours in the mail?”
Strangely enough, after seeing another specialist after exactly 7 years of trying to
handle it myself (Dr Mazzon – 4 th February 2008. Dr Ogeden – 4 th February
2015) it seems neither diagnosis was ‘right’ and that it could now be
Lipodermatosclerosis – with small areas “that look almost like porokeratoses.”
At least with Henoch I potentially had the body of a 15-year-old, but with the
lipodermatosclerosis it seems I now have the body of a middle aged housewife.
Isn’t Mother Nature a fickle bitch?
Still, Dr Ogden doesn’t mince her words - “This letter is just to let you know
that the swab we took from your leg didn’t grow any specific bugs and your
blood tests were all okay, except that you were slightly low in Zinc.”
And I so wanted to be big in Japan...
But, time to move on, and just like Baby, nobody puts Steve Jeffery in the
corner. Even if he’s bringing this back around to defining the definitive fanzine
article:“I suspect that ‘what makes a fanzine a fanzine’ debate will roll on and on
until the last tree is felled and Banana Wings is forced to close or the internet
is sucked into a black hole data singularity of its own making when the
number of tweets exceeds the number of electrons in the universe available
to store them, taking efanzines.com with it.
“It’s also a curiously one-sided argument. Not only is there more and more
stuff in fanzines that could quite easily be published outside of fandom,

especially now since there is a blog on almost any topic you can think of
(and many more that you would not want to contemplate) but more and
more I come across things outside fandom that I think would would find
a perfect home here if they knew we existed. Back in the 1990s I think,
several members of the Acnestis apa decided that writer Francis Spufford
was really one of us, did he but know it, and more recently I came to
much the same decision about Joanne Harris, based on her several short
story collections (although reading her Acknowledgements, I suspect she
also knows this, and is quite happy to, erm, acknowledge the fact.)
“But I'm also tempted to claim American humorist David Sedaris, not
for any particular content, but for a comment that admitted that his
reaction to any domestic situation, no matter how embarrassing, personal
or horrific, was “Gee, I wonder if I can get a good article out of this?”
That, as much as anything, seems to sum up fanzine fandom in all its selfmythologising and aggrandizing confessional glory.”
Sedaris is one of those rare finds – and for me his readings in front of a live UK
audience (rather than a dead one) work best, mainly because they seem more
appreciative of his timing and his ability to throw just the right twist – loading
the audience, without too much telegraphing of the up-coming switch. I’m in
the process of re-recording the first of the Radio 4 series, so as to replace the
distorted versions I pulled off a website. That, and if I can find it, the ‘missing’
first reading from Season 4.
I have to admit, though, that what seems to be sort of lacking in the zines I
read through these days – apart from that glowing Sensa-Wunda – is a carefree
attitude or style. Nobody just sits down, knocks it out, and says “There you go
– have fun!”
Someone who is probably the last great Letterhack – and a very worthy
successor to the late Harry Warner Jr’s LoCcing crown – Lloyd Penney has this
to add to the conversation:“There's too many people out there who are only too happy to say that
whatever publication you might create, it's not fannish/really a
fanzine/adequate because of any random reason. These days, it's because
it's electronic, and there's plenty out there who will not respond to those
horrible e-zines. No wonder fanzine fandom seems to be dying; we're the
ones killing it in an effort towards so-called purity. I've been criticized
online because my letters appear everywhere. Some will say that the locol
is the heart of fanzine fandom, but others take the opposite tack, and
think I'm killing it because I choose to participate in such an extreme way.
I enjoy the writing aspect of this hobby, but I don't enjoy the abuse that

sometimes comes my way. The temptation to gafiate from fanzine fandom
does arise from time to time...maybe someday, I will do just that. Not yet,
but soon. Maybe that just connects with the Thorazine ad on the
back...senile agitation.”
Too much emphasis on what is – and what isn’t – supposedly True Fannishness
IMHO – but then maybe I’m reading all the wrong people in all the wrong zines?
GAFIA does have its advantages – and can give a much better perspective when
you decide to return. The trouble is that the inmates have usually taken over the
asylum by then – proclaiming themselves to be the one true way. As far as I’m
concerned there is no one ideal way.
Sadly, what isn’t odd is how much my closing comments – re being bad
mouthed at a convention by someone I’d never actually met – rang coincidence
bells from others. However, after some thought, I’ve decided not to run those
parts of the replies. Not because it wouldn’t make good copy, and at the same
time show others up for what they actually are (sad little people with nothing in
their lives except inflicting emotional pain on others) – because as any
faaaaaaaaaaan kno, controversy is the easiest way of drawing attention to
yourself – and the one or two that were mentioned really are 100% Grade A,
First Class dorkuses.
So I’m going to leave the final words on that topic to Dave Redd:
“Well, learning to type the title EAYOR has taken a while, but here I am at
last: thanks for the zine.
“In the overlapping circles of our interests, your “personal introduction”
was the stand out for me, comparing how we got into all this. My main
introduction was through public libraries and Fifties children's fiction –
credit Patrick Moore and Angus Macvicar rather than Andre Norton,
obviously – then a Valleys lad who had amassed old Ace doubles (I fondly
recall his CONQUEST OF THE SPACE SEA, but more for the Emsh robot
cover than the text, I fear), the magazines, and a half-price exchange
bookshop in Cardiff during student days, by which time I had discovered
fandom; thank you Ron Bennett. But you of course were much more
productive and busy than laid-back me.
“The random trashing in public you mention saddens me generally about
people today. Weren't we becoming a more tolerant society? I hope a
backwards slide isn't happening.
“Incidentally, I thought Steve Sneyd's IRON MOON was brilliant, when I
eventually found it on-line by accident. Thanks all round. Hope it's
received due applause.”
With the advent of Internet trolls and Twitter shitstorms, Eastenders and similar
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‘Entertainment’, I’m left wondering if we haven’t hit a point where mass
following equals socially acceptable behaviour. Recent events such as the troll,
who those around her believed her to be “a loving and caring housewife,
grandmother and human being,” really do make me wonder. Not that she
turned out to be a particularly nasty and poisonous person, but that others
were ‘so shocked’ that it tuned out to be her in the first place.
But enough, enough mon brave – time for some final disconnected
comments. Here’s Baby – er, no – here’s Steve Jeffery again, getting down and
dirty and talking techie:“Only someone with a jiant brane would think to format a fanzine in 2page side-by-side landscape format for on screen reading, fill it with apa
articles from 2006, and then print it and staple it at the top corner and
fold it into A5 before posting, and also offer it in a format (3½ inch disc)
only supported by wood burning PCs of the 1990s. We recently consigned
the collection of steam-driven PC technology in the loft – going back to
an IBM 8086 with a 12” green mono CRT, a no-name 286 and a 486
RM Nimbus frankenputer with a Deskjet 500 – to the local recycling
centre, although I can't think what they could possibly be recycled into. Is
there a secret market out there for 20Mb ISA hardcard drives? Or
external cartridge tape backup units?”
Don’t know if I’d call the MoD a ‘secret’ market, more a desperate one. I’ve
recently had to rewrite drivers for an ancient (20 year obsolete) Adaptec SCSI
card in order for it to work in a 3 month old i7 Dell Workstation – reduced to
32bit OS in order to allow the original 16bit software to still function and
write back to the dedicated tape drive. Why? Because me doing that is far
cheaper than BAe re-writing their crappy litterbox software. What’cha’mean
‘raw nerve’?!? Next is Eric Mayer again:“I am saving up to have my skin replaced with Naugahyde.”
And this from the man who I still picture as the caterpillar from Alice In
Wonderland – sitting atop a large mushroom, with silk cushions and a
smoking hooker...
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And after that, Geoff Boswell:“I’m still a (unpaid) director and trustee of both Interfaith Wolverhampton
and LGBT Network Wolverhampton, and a trustee of The Druid Network. I
have also been Secretary of Wolverhampton Green Party but what they
don’t know is I’m resigning after tonight’s meeting. I really can’t be arsed
any more. People are people and there are a few lazy bastards in the WGP
hierarchy who get me to do their jobs for them. Not from tomorrow they
don’t. I have organising the May Conference for The Druid Network as
organising events is something I do quite well. Perhaps it’s because I am a
pernicketty shit.
I volunteer at a Foodbank Tuesdays. Putting something back, I suppose.
Slowly getting sucked in by a local Methodist Church, mainly ‘coz they are
nice folks, welcoming, and there are none of my lot (druids) round here. The
Methodists host the Foodbank and a great little café cum charity shop too.
Whilst I don’t like Methodist services, they are reeling me in by the decaff
tea... God is a devious bastard.”
That she is, Geoff, that she is...
Next up is someone who I’ve not corresponded with for well over 30 years –
back when the only www around was Jean Webber’s Webber Woman’s
Wrevenge – Lyn McConchie:“The ad to adopt a snow leopard. I have the next best thing. My feline associate
Thunder, is 18lbs of spotted fur known as an Ocicat. ‘Next’ is the fur and spots,
‘best’ is the fact that Ocicats love humans, any humans, and while 18lbs is a fair
amount of cat, and while he does look snow leopardish, his attack is for the
purposes of persuading everyone from the meter man to anyone else who walks
through the door, to love him. NOW! So – while Thunder is the colour variant
known as Tawny, there are Ocicats of snow leopard coloration – I strongly
recommend one of those over the real thing.”
And there I’m going to shut the shutters and turn out the lights on the letters,
emails and responses. Thanks go to those who sent material in trade/exchange,
and those who wrote back (rather than those who got sniffy regarding eZines –
see Lloyd Penney’s comments.) Also thanks to Mike Rogers, Rodney Leighton,
Colin Franks, Jean Cotter, Tony Johnston, John 1 & John 2, Ian Moffatt, Jack
Carver (and no, I didn’t pose for the Thorazine advert!) plus any late arrivals
post-production. One I will certainly mention before moving on is Simon
Robson’s Puerto de la Cruz at 50. Old school production (manual typer) and
B&W photocopy – 25 pieces/image-scapes that capture the mood and feelings of
Simon at points in time:-

little toppling villages, coffee, ice-cream,
crispy meringue mountains, ski slopes, dreams,
bleached hair to the roots,
sturdy table legs.
Plus anyone who mentions African Head Charge (On-U used to be the Island
Records of the 1980s) in a piece called Bongo Crazy, deserves a mention
regardless. Get the full collection and experience from Grovsenor Road Books,
172 Grovsenor Road, Aldershot, Hants GU11 3EJ – no price marked, but
worth £2.50 + an SAE at least – or a £5 note.
-oOo-oOo-

Just Don’t Call It

A Fecking Needle!

And now, a picture of a genuine counterfeit goat:-

(It is also advisable not to do a Google search
using the expression shaved llamas...)

It’s a stylus – that little Shibata diamond tip that’s fitted onto the end of the
cantilever arrangement, which aids the transfer of movement, and thus allows the
glorious sound to issue forth from the speakers, via the amplifier.
Or into your headphones.
Or whatever.
That part doesn’t matter.
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What actually matters is that I have always detested the expression ‘needle’
whenever people use it in conjunction with vinyl products.
But still the accursed expression haunts me.
You want needles, then go get yourself a fricking wind-up gramophone (or
phonograph, if you’re American and that way inclined) with a good mica
based soundbox rather than the cheaper tin foil – and even then I’d strongly
suggest switching over from steel to thorn or bamboo – or even a trailing
sapphire stylus, because shellac is a very unforgiving medium. It never ever
forgets when you treat it rough.
One of the few memories I have of living in London (N23) around 1961, is
of regularly going on a bus with my mother to Tottenham Court Road. The
78rpm disks were being rapidly replaced by microgroove 45s and 33 ⅓s – and I
remember being able to buy something like 12 disks for a hap’penny, back
when 480 of those made a full £1 (and 504 made a Guinea – a much more
respectable monetary figure, IMHO.) It didn’t matter what they were – they
were 24 new songs/pieces/novelties to play when we got back home. And that
was the important thing. That was how I got to hear the likes of Gershwin
playing the piano on a 12” 78rpm recording of Rhapsody in Blue before I was
7 years old, and Rachmaninoff tickling the ivories in a multi-disk leather
bound ‘album’ I rescued from a Scout’s Hut jumble sale, for the princely sum
of thrup’pence.
Actually, one of the best things you can do with the old shellac recordings
that have been abandoned and forgotten, is to cover the label, then give the
grooves a gentle squirt with either WD40 or aerosol furniture polish such as
Pledge.
Yes, I know, some reading this will have screwed their faces up in that
Antiques Roadshow moment – where the expert usually says:
“The last one of these I saw at auction made over a million pounds.” Pause
to turn to camera. “But someone’s sprayed Pledge all over this sucker, so it’s
now only worth about fifty pence at any local boot fair.” The camera then
pans out to capture the look of total devastation on the face of the sad punter,
who probably spent months riffling through Granny’s attic or storage space in
the hope of cashing in on something that would make hanging around the old
bat for the last twenty years actually worth the life they’re never, ever, going to
get back.
Den says that’s me just being cynical, bitter and twisted. I say it’s just a fact
of Life. But then, who’s likely to openly admit to hanging around frail old
people, circling like vultures, in the hope of some kind of payoff via the everpopular bequeathment in the will?
Den is also going through some kind of de-cluttering phase. Pictures and
various ornaments which I have spent over a decade and a half of not gleefully
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taking a hammer to, have suddenly lost their charm – or whatever hold they
originally had on him. But rather than go through the whole time consuming
eBay rigmarole and ritual, they are consigned to the local charity shops.
Not so my vinyl.
The vinyl records which still remain with me are my last links with a life now
gone. The same could be said for the few fanzines which survived my sister’s
repeated purges by fire, but the core of my original collection is still important to
me. A lot of the albums have memories attached to them. Some have evocative
artwork. Some have unique songs, or sounds, or bands which never made it into
the plastically resilient world of the CD reissue. And those which did were not
always scooped up in time before they themselves were consigned to the realms of
the Deletions Catalogue.
And most are actually worth more than a couple of quid down the local Pet
Rescue Shop as well.
Hell, if I had the time and inclination then I, too, would be out and about,
hoovering up the charity and thrift shop vinyl.
A classic example was when Den decided to stop his volunteer work for the
Marie Curie Cancer Research – and part of his farewell was to call me into the
back of the shop one afternoon, an hour or so before closing time, “Because Jean
and the girls are tired of all the records in the shed, and I said you wouldn’t mind
going through them. Maybe buy some as a favour?”
Well, he knew I had a fondness for vinyl, and giving the shop a couple of
pounds for some stuff that was “just going to be thrown away” was what he
thought would be doing them a favour.
But someone had also been sorting through the two dozen or so large
cardboard boxes, because after working my way through almost three-quarters of
the dross and drek, I found a real pocket of golden oddities. Not wanting to tread
on any toes, I asked Jean, and Kath the manager, if anyone had been through the
boxes. But they only said the load had been dumped on them by the main
warehouse – and as it was all secondhand, then the policy was either to try and
sell it, or just drop them into the skip at the back after a set period of time.
I eventually gave the shop £10 for the box of albums I’d sorted out, plus some
other material I thought might be interesting (and, hand on heart, most of it was
just a quick flick through, without checking the quality of the vinyl) – and no, I
didn’t find any ultra-rare pressings.
But, what I did find, was that old excitement sparking back up in me. It was
the possibility that the next ‘discovery’ could actually be that official Hendrix
Live In Hawaii acetate (thus dispelling the myth, and devaluing the old bootlegs),
maybe the B52s Japanese album pressed on vinyl coated aluminium, or a rare
monophonic mix test pressing of a stereo release, the last copy of which sold on
eBay for...

The experience generated so much of a Jones inside me that several weeks
later I ended up in yet another charity shop, picking up around forty 7”
recordings (mostly classical, Australian pressings) from the mid to late 1950s.
Within that collection was a couple of jazz oddities, including a 4-track EP
which had been released on the back of a very successful tobacco advertising
campaign.
It was a flash back to my youth, in many respects, though I knew I’d never
get the same kind of collecting bug that I’d had before. Back then, the monkey
had revelled in a collection of some 2,500 vinyl albums – mostly 12”, some
10” – before it had finally dropped off my back – in part replaced by its
mutated CD offspring.
That particular monkey is still there, hibernating. I know this because of the
recent crash that HMV went through.
While masses of hapless voucher-holders were clamouring and calling for
the blood of the well-and-truly-betrayed counter staff, I was in the back of the
shop, hurriedly snuffling through the heavily discounted back stock like the
truffle-pig of old I once was, keeping one eye on the other half and wondering
if I could justify the purchase of 10 CDs by unknown bands/groups/things for
a measly £10 note.
I’m just as bad when it comes to visiting public libraries. Den will go off
looking for Audio Books – a monkey I introduced him to, via my late mother’s
DIY collection. It had been something I had created for her, starting in the mid
1980s. I had wilfully strip-mined and copied audio books onto blank cassette
tapes, sourcing the originals from various county libraries over the years.
Then when he’d visited the old Château on the Plateau for the first time, he
had come away with several carrier bags full of tapes – my mother delving into
bookcases full of them in order to find something else he might like.
The hundreds of audio books he now has in his collection give him access
to a world that is a hybrid between the theatre he loves, and the literature his
dyslexia has deliberately hidden from him for most of his life.
The fact that he’s also become addicted to the genre known as Chic-Lit, is
by the by.
And the fact that I’ve often been totally gobsmacked – when walking past
the speakers in the kitchen diner – to be greeted by a whole lexicon of varied
and inventively descriptive sentences chock full of expletives, and what is often
described as foul language – gushing from the latest acquisition, is also by the
by.
But his addiction allows me sometimes to have a surreptitious spring thaw,
that brings my monkey back up from its slumbers – though most of the CDs
left in the library ‘For Sale’ shelves are those of the not-so-popular. Which, for
me is the attraction. I have CDs on the various shelves which are there for just

one track – and then, only if/when the mood is right.
It’s the same with the remains of the vinyl.
Some of those black or variously coloured discs have been in the collection
from the earliest of times, providing the original source to a countless collection
of mix cassettes over the decades.
That, alone, I suppose, makes me just a sad, old, unrepentant sound whore. I
have no allegiance to any particular band, or group, or singer. I hang around
obscure blog sites like In Dan’s Garage, where Dan records a batch of 20 or so 7”
obscure singles he’s picked up from various garage sales, etc. He records them au
naturel – no post recording doctoring with any anti-scratch or anti-crackle filters.
He’s recorded over 100 of the 23+ track ‘albums’ now. I know I won’t like every
single track he put into those collections. But as long as he keeps on putting them
out, I keep on downloading. Like the 14 DVD disks full of Peruvian and South
American Psyche and 60s mp3s – most of which sound as if they’ve been pressed
on rice cakes or high fibre biscuits. Or the abandoned WFMU archive that took
me days to capture, due to several of their old servers failing. Whatever it is, it’s
all downloaded onto the hard drives in the knowledge that maybe, just maybe,
there will be something I’ve never heard before that will kick the right nerves and
jump-start the Happy again.
It happened in HMV recently, when I heard Fiona Apple, and later on when
the staff played MGMT doing a cover of something I’d been lusting after for
years – Faine Jade’s Introspection.
But it took the mish-mash destruction of my DIY tape collection (tracks
scavenged from so many various sources over the years) via a failing Creative
Labs soundcard, to make me wonder about reviving the record deck again.
It’s a Rega Planar 3, with the original Acos/Rega R200 ‘S’-tone arm and plate
glass turntable. Two headshells have cartridges in them. The original Rega has an
Ortofon VMS20E Mk II, and the old classic ADC Magnesium shell has an
Ortofon 510 in it. Both styli are fairly new, and have seen little by way of vinyl
action.
I also unearthed an old SME 3009 headshell that I bought back in the early
1980s, but didn’t think much of after being spoilt by the ADC. It’s a legendary
shell, and secondhand it still sells for far too much.
But I’ve been thinking about fitting up the SME with an Audio Technica
AT95E Special Edition Black cartridge, fitted with an Australian elliptical tip. It’s
nowhere near as expensive as, say, something like a Koetsu Urushi (£3,800 per
cartridge) and I’ve no idea how it will perform in the SME. But the advantage I
have is that the older and often poo-poo’d S-tone arms came with detachable
headshells. That means I can swap around the cartridges, adjust the tracking
weight and the bias, and then have a complete change of sound should the mood
take me.
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Modern arms only come with fixed attaching blocks, which means to
change the cartridge means literally that. Unscrewing the thing, installing the
new one, realigning everything, rebalancing everything, then settling down to
see if the change is what you really were looking for in the first place.
I even went so far as to look out a Rega dealer just a few weeks ago. I
could’ve just ordered what I wanted from the Internet, but I didn’t want to
wait for it to be delivered. And, anyway, there’s a Rega and Hi-Fi shop almost
local to me, in nearby Hertford. It’s situated right on a traffic light junction,
and parking is notoriously bad, but when I finally stepped into the shop I was
greeted by the manager himself.
He’s a young guy, but he knows his stuff, and for a good twenty minutes
or so we chatted about what’s new, what’s still considered vintage, the old
Valves over High Grade ICs arguments – all while he fished out a replacement
drive belt for me.
Like most things these days, apparently there’s a standard one, and then
one with a little bit extra – for a little bit extra cost, naturally.
And that’s when I realised that I was finally becoming decrepit.
It wasn’t the fact that most of the equipment I’d been talking about no
longer existed, nor the fact that I was told that for every CD deck they sell,
they now also sell 5 record decks. It was the fact that someone came into the
shop while Jack and I were chatting, and they had asked his assistant for “A
new needle...”
I felt myself physically cringe and mutter ‘It’s a bloody stylus!’
Jack just smiled sympathetically, but didn’t comment. A sale is a sale is a
sale, after all....

The
Koetsu
Urushi
Wajima – the epitome of
Hi-Fi madness?

Meanwhile, back at The Minky Hause....
(Extract from the Mailcomms section of Boopledoggin’ 56 – in reply to Garth Spencer about his father)

Oh thou of little faith! I give you a feed, and all you come back with the UNembroidered truth!
Unless, of course, it was all a ruse to throw me off the scent and hide the
terrible truth, thus concealing one of the Spencer family’s dark secrets?
That he really was the owner-cum-manager of an illegal and unlicensed
Canadian travelling burlesque & bordello circus train – regularly off the rails and
also the beaten track – giving refuge to the likes of such previously shunned acts as
The Jezebel Liberty Chipmunks – whose very deeds and existence had made them
social outcasts even before they’d been born – and McCreedie’s Wrestling
Dwarves – every one of them a mere hop, skip and a boys size medium leotard
away from the long arm of the Law.
And the less said about that terrible Winter of ‘65 the better. Though no one
in their right minds could blame them for what happened when that mountain
pass became impassable, despite all the photographs and column inches the
papers had later printed up and sold to a fact-starved, scandal-hungry public.
But then the family fortune would not have been lost and won back if it
hadn’t of been for the resultant court cases, would it? Unless, of course, the
rumours of the old Spencer goldmine are really true, and that even today, in dark
tunnels lit by mutant luminous chipmunks, the descendants of McCreedie’s longlost dwarves still dig-dig-dig-dig-dig-dig-dig-dig dig the whole day through...
The money from the undeclared gold – secretly laundered by a gang of loyal
Chinese pirates aboard an unregistered Junk shop located on a sandbank
somewhere in the South China sea – being steamed and pressed into funding your
own Doc Savage-like exploits involving super-advanced pseudo-scientific
inventions, and maintaining a cracked team of notorious uber-nerds, who right
wrongs and regularly save the Earth, while all the time maintaining little or no
true concept of linear time or Quantum Physics. Not forgetting the obligatory
comedy foil of a pet pig, or the more than sinister Institute ‘up state’ where
villains are sent to undergo corrective surgery and thus be ‘rehabilitated’.
At least that’s what Colby assures me is true.
Isn’t that right, Colby?
Tell him it’s all true, Colby. Tell him it’s all true...
-oOo-oOo-
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Congratulations!

As joy would have it, after some twenty years, the very last of my old amalgam
fillings, in one of the large back molars, has decided to start failing, which has
meant a trip to the dentist.
Apparently, according to Chris (someone who has worked on my teeth
since I left the Navy back in 1997, and whose real name is Christakis
Mindikkis) I haven’t been to see him for over 5 ½ years. The bugger made up
for it by also finding a spot of decay in the adjacent back molar (the upper
right 7th, for those of you with a dental disposition.)
So at the moment I'm typing this final piece with a temporary filling,
alongside a new composite one, with an appointment next week for the temp
to be removed and a more permanent one (a proper chunk of metal) to be
rammed home in its place.
Needless to say, my own comments about ripping the whole lot out and
going for a full set of dentures was greeted with a look of sheer horror on
Chris’ face. It seems that, despite the fact it is now totally impossible to find
an NHS dentist in the UK – and if you do then their books are over subscribed
– the ethic remains to save the tooth, the whole tooth, or as much of it as can
be drilled and filled more times than a West Texas oil field.
Oh, yes, and surprise-surprise, Hewlett Packard UK's dental plan doesn't
cover this kind of work – which only goes to show just how much a big
company like that really values its permanent workforce.

You have been symbiotically interacting with yet another enthralling episode of
The Importance of Being Silicon Based Lifeforms from Gamma-Sigma-Epsilon IX
– “It was a trans-dimentional paralax-induced hyperspacial wormhole, Lady
Bracknell, in the shape of a handbag.” – also known as EAYOR #2 – from
Chuck Connor, who can be contracted by emailing:chuck.connor@gmx.co.uk
Or via the vagaries of snail-mail, using a self abused elephant, addressed to:85 The Paddocks, Stevenage, SG2 9UF, UK/GB
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Genuine Koetsu audiophile cartridge

And with that, all I can say is

Goodnight out there,
whatever
you are…
Just think, in a little over 3½ years time he’ll be celebrating 20 years of being
known as Heywood.

Seriously? A smoking hooker...?
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